The center is 2.5 km far from the hotel and easily accessible:
public bus: the bus stop is 200 metres far from the hotel
walking: about 20 minutes
public taxi: regolar service 24 hours (the course can be reserved by the reception)
auto: about 10 minutes-the historical center is not so big and there is ZTL zone (limited
traffic area) and fee parking.

Verona Fair - 6 km







The fair is 6 km far from the hotel and easily accessible:
hotel's shuttle: for the main fair, Hotel Maxim organise transfer with fixed schedule in
and back from the fair (the reservation can be made 2-3 days before or at check in)
pubblic bus: the bus stop is 200 metres far from the hotel; arriving in train station
Porta Nuova and take the bus for fair (you can ask in a info point). For the most
important event, the fair arrange a shuttle service in and back from the train station.
pubblic taxi: regolar service 24 hours (the course can be reserved by the reception)
auto: about 20 minuts. The fair zone is much busy.

Verona Airport V. Catullo - 20 km





Availability to transfer (on request) with shuttle bus (surcharge)
Possibility of shuttle bus to the train station (every 20 minutes)
taxi
Car Rental

Verona Porta Nuova Rail Station - 5 km
Urban bus - lines 11, 12 or 13 from the square of sidewalk station "A" get off in Via
Zeviani at the crossroads with Via del Capitel the stop is about 200m from the Hotel.

Motorway A4 Milano/Venezia exit “Verona est” (Verona east) - 5 km




Follow the signs to the center
Count 6 traffic lights, at the 6th traffic light, turn right and then take the first left turn

Motorway A22 Modena/Brennero





Take the A4 Milan-Venice Venezia direction and exit at Verona Est
Follow signs to downtown
Count 6 traffic lights, at the 6th traffic light, turn right and then take the first left turn.
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Historical center - 2.5 km

